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This paper will commence with a look at the current provision of publicly-accessible mapping within Ox-
ford, identifying those institutions which hold collections of maps, and how they fit into Oxford society at
the turn of the Millennium. Each collection’s strengths will be considered in turn. A historical framework
will be presented in order to place these collections into context. To conclude, it will be necessary to con-
sider the latest developments being promoted in these collections, and how that is likely to impact on
Oxford map provision in the future.

Introduction

This paper will examine the current provision of map-

ping within the city of Oxford, identifying those institutions

which hold collections of maps, and how they fit into Ox-

ford society at the turn of the Millennium. A historical

framework will be presented in order to place these collec-

tions into context. To conclude, it will be necessary to

consider the latest developments being promoted in these

collections, and how they are likely to impact on future Ox-

ford map provision. What, therefore, might the would-be

user of cartographic information expect in pub-

licly-accessible map collections within the city of Oxford,

both in the year 2000, and in the past? In addition, what can

they look forward to in the future?

Of those map collections currently available, it would

seem opportune to commence with the hosts for Cartogra-

phy 2000, Oxford Brookes University. Academia naturally

features significantly in the city, so it is necessary to con-

sider the University of Oxford which boasts collections at

its main research library, the Bodleian (including the

Radcliffe Science Library’s geological map collection).

There are also departmental map collections, primarily that

belonging to the School of Geography, as well as the Earth

Sciences Library. Oxford would not be Oxford without its

colleges, and a number of them also hold collections of

maps within their archives and libraries, for example Christ

Church, Corpus Christi, Magdalen, Merton and University.

In addition there is also the History of Science Museum.

Away from higher education, there are map collections

easily accessible in local authority institutions, with

Oxfordshire County Council at the forefront. The Centre

for Oxfordshire Studies in the Westgate public library and

Oxfordshire Record Office, recently moved out to Temple

Cowley both hold important collections.

The Collections

So, for current collections, it is timely to start with Ox-

ford Brookes University. The principal map collection at

Brookes is located on the main Gipsy Lane campus at

Headington site, a couple of kilometres east of the city cen-

tre. The Map and Atlas Collection can be found on the Sec-

ond Floor of the East Library, which opened in 1963.

http://www.brookes.ac.uk/services/library/

The collection’s aim is to meet basic reference needs,

with a policy in place concentrating on modern topographic

maps, which are almost exclusively British. The atlas col-

lection of around 1200 volumes incorporates the Harold

Fullard Collection, deposited in 1989.

http://www.brookes.ac.uk/services/library/fullard.html

Apart from the main library, teaching collections of

maps are available in a number of other departmental loca-

tions around the University: Architecture, Cartography,

Construction, Geography, Geology, Planning and Real Es-

tate Management.

The Bodleian Library, the largest university library in

Britain, holds around 1,200,000 maps and 20,000 atlases.

The Library, named after its founder, Sir Thomas Bodley,

opened in 1602, and has been serving its readers ever since.

http://www.bodley.ox.ac.uk/bodhome.htm

The map collection consists of maps from all parts of

the globe, with topographic and thematic maps dating from

medieval times to the present day. Mapping produced by

overseas national surveys worldwide can be consulted in

the Map Room, ranging from commonly available Western

European and North American output to more recently ac-

cessible Eastern European material.

As a library of legal deposit, (exemplified by the nine-

teenth century seeing the commencement of the unbroken

deposit of Ordnance Survey mapping at all published

scales), the Bodleian assumes not only a university-wide

identity, but also a national and international significance,

reflected in the wealth of its holdings.

From its foundation in 1602 the Library was acquiring

atlases, while the precursor to current legal deposit legisla-

tion was negotiated between Sir Thomas Bodley and the

Stationers’ Company in 1610. The Curators of the Bodleian

made extensive purchases of British and foreign maps in the

opening years of the nineteenth century. The arrival of

Richard Gough’s collection of maps in 1809 further aug-

mented the Library’s holdings (and more recently the

Todhunter Allen collection in 1987). At their Visitation in

November 1813 the Curators ordered a large table to hold

the new maps, but from then on the maps seem to have accu-

mulated in piles in one room of the Old Library – an

impressive sight for visitors like the young Mary Augusta

Ward who in 1871 described:
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“a long room where live maps innumerable,
roll-maps, sheet-maps, bound-maps of every date
and every size”.

The building of the New Library provided the opportu-

nity to make proper provision for map storage and

consultation, and a dedicated Map Room was finally

opened in 1946.

http://www.bodley.ox.ac.uk/guides/maps/

The School of Geography’s collection was started

with the formation of the School in 1899. However, it does

include many older maps, now amounting to approximately

60,000 sheets and over 1000 atlases along with a few hun-

dred wall maps.

http://www.geog.ox.ac.uk/facilities/library/index.html

World coverage is provided but the aim of the collec-

tion is to emphasise teaching and research in the School

over the last century. Particularly strong overseas coverage

is available for France and parts of Africa. Britain is well

covered at the smaller scales both with topographic and

geological mapping. The collection has been available for

consultation within the University since 1899 but for the

last thirty years at least, has been open to any bona fide re-

searcher.

The Oxford colleges have long held maps, primarily as

records of their estates, but they have not necessarily been

accessible. It is a relatively recent development for them to

employ library staff whose remit has involved making the

maps available to researchers. This paper will take a brief

look at five of the colleges, taken in alphabetical order, to

give a flavour of their map holdings.

Christ Church College was founded in 1532.

http://www.chch.ox.ac.uk/library/index.html

The College’s maps are kept in the Muniment Room

consisting of around 2000 individual items. In addition to

loose maps there are sketch maps and plans included in gen-

eral estates correspondence.

The collection covers most areas of England - the pre-

dominant counties are Oxfordshire, Buckinghamshire,

Gloucestershire, Worcestershire, and Yorkshire. The maps

vary from outline sketches of single fields, to full estate

plans, and a large number of late nineteenth / early twentieth

century Ordnance Survey maps. Map coverage dates from

around 1600 to the mid-twentieth century, with the late

eighteenth and the nineteenth centuries predominant. The

collection has, in practice, been available for consultation

from the 1970s.

Corpus Christi College was founded fifteen years

earlier in 1517.

http://www.ccc.ox.ac.uk/LIBRARY/library.htm

The map collection amounts to several hundred in

number, but only about 55 loose and two volumes of bound

“pre-Ordnance Survey date” maps. Again these are princi-

pally estate maps, the earliest map dating from 1605. Maps

in the collection have been available for consultation for the

past century, though it was often via an informal request to

the College President or Bursar.

Magdalen College was founded in 1448.

http://www.magd.ox.ac.uk/

Its collection of four hundred estate maps are stored in

the College Archives. As a relatively wealthy college,

Magdalen owned extensive estates in many counties of

England, especially in Oxfordshire, Hampshire, Kent,

Lincolnshire, Norfolk, Suffolk, Surrey, and Sussex.

Magdalen has employed archivists for almost a quarter of a

century, during which time the maps have been available for

consultation.

Merton College was founded in 1264.

http://www.merton.ox.ac.uk/college/library.html

The collection (which contains around 120 manuscript

maps) concentrates on the College’s estates, and accompa-

nying Ordnance Survey maps marked up appropriately.

Material in the collection dates from 1585 onwards.

University College, dating from 1249 stores its small

collection of under a hundred estate maps in the College Ar-

chives.

http://www.univ.ox.ac.uk/home.html

Notable is a good collection of early nineteenth century

maps of the College’s Welsh properties. As “Univ” has only

recently employed an archivist, many of the maps still re-

main uncatalogued.

Not technically a map collection, but certainly with a

degree of cartographic relevance is the History of Science

Museum dating from 1924 and founded as an offshoot of

the Ashmolean Museum.

http://www.mhs.ox.ac.uk/

The Museum holds an important collection of astro-

nomical maps, charts, and prints. In addition it is prudent to

mention the Museum’s collections relating to the history of

surveying, with its instruments and manuscripts, which can

definitely be considered as a parallel resource for the his-

tory of cartography. Mapping was certainly not forgotten at

the time of the Museum’s opening, as map historian Sir

George Fordham was a founder member of the Friends of

the Old Ashmolean (1928) and one of Robert Gunther’s

(the Museum’s first curator) supporters in the creation of

the Museum.

At this point, our cartographic tour of the city moves

away from the academic community to the local author-

ity-funded collections in Oxford. Oxfordshire County

Council established Oxford City Library Local History

Collection in 1890, which has now evolved into the Centre

for Oxfordshire Studies located in the Westgate Library

on Bonn Square in the city centre.

http://www.oxfordshire.gov.uk/cshcindx.htm

The current Centre was established in 1991 to bring to-

gether a wide range of local studies and family history

resources, including the County Local Studies Library, a

major Family History Centre, photographs and oral history

tapes, the Oxfordshire Sites and Monuments Record, and

the map collection. This collection totals 8,500 maps (ex-

cluding maps on microfilm or microfiche), with coverage

concentrating on Oxfordshire within its post-1974 bound-

aries. Both printed maps and copies of manuscript maps are
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included in the collection, featuring maps from the six-

teenth century to the present. The leaflet Oxfordshire maps

is included on the Cultural Services pages of the

Oxfordshire County Council website.

http://www.oxfordshire.gov.uk/oxf_maps.htm

This provides more information about the holdings of

the Centre for Oxfordshire Studies while a related site con-

centrates on the holdings of Oxfordshire Record Office.

http://www.oxfordshire.gov.uk/de-
tail.idc-ref=964780443.htm

Set up in 1935, the Archives moved from their central

location at County Hall into the south-eastern suburbs at St

Luke’s Church in Temple Cowley, some four kilometres

from the city centre, opening to the public in November

2000. Their cartographic holdings include county maps, es-

tate plans dating from the late 1500s onwards, enclosure

maps, tithe maps, deposited plans for public works, plus

Ordnance Survey and twentieth-century property valuation

maps.

The future

So what of the future? Digital data is now available to

current members of both Oxford Brookes University and

the University of Oxford. At present, registered users can

access a range of data from scales of 1:1250 right through to

1:250,000 using the EDINA Digimap service.

http://edina.ac.uk/digimap/about/index.html

For those without the benefit of current membership of

the city’s two universities, there is also the service offered

by Oxfordshire County Council courtesy of the Centre for

Oxfordshire Studies, which will soon be offering digital

mapping including Ordnance Survey data from 1993 and

Landmark / Ordnance Survey County Series maps.

The Bodleian, as a legal deposit library, will also be re-

ceiving an annual snapshot of Ordnance Survey Land-Line

data covering the whole of Great Britain. It is hoped that this

data will be in place by the end of 2000, and will thus pro-

long access for the public to the record of landscape change

well into the future.

Oxford’s cartographic heritage is, therefore, a rich one

in terms of map collections. From the oldest surviving road

map of Great Britain to Ordnance Survey’s latest road cen-

tre line data, most map users’ requests can be satisfied

within a two-mile radius of Magdalen Bridge.

Contacts

Those map collections featured in this article can be

contacted on the following telephone numbers:

Oxford Brookes University 01865 483156

Bodleian Library 01865 277013

School of Geography 01865 271912

Christ Church College 01865 276171

Corpus Christi College 01865 276717

Magdalen College 01865 276088

Merton College 01865 276308

University College 01865 276621

History of Science Museum 01865 277284

Centre for Oxfordshire Studies 01865 815749

Oxfordshire Record Office 01865 398200
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The 2001 Annual Summer School of the Society of Cartographers

will be held at the

University of Leicester
September 4-7 2001

The theme of the Conference will be:

A Cartographic Space Odyssey

Proposed sessions illustrating this theme include:

Mapping of Space

Maps from remotely sensed data

Sensory space - mapping for disabilities

Proposals for other sessions are also welcome.

You are invited to submit short abstracts for papers (100 words) on these or any other cartographic
themes.

During the conference there will be the opportunity to participate in a simulated space mission (either to
Mars or to Planet Earth) at the Challenger Learning Centre. This, the first of its kind outside of North
America, is a particularly innovative feature of the new National Space Science Centre that is being devel-
oped in Leicester. Groups of delegates will act as crew members and Mission control.

It is your Summer School so please send us your ideas or requests for workshops, sessions or speakers.
Prepare for lift off in 2001.

Kate Moore
2001 SoC Summer School
Department of Geography
University of Leicester
Leicester LE1 7RH

Tel: 0116 252 3855
Fax: 0116 252 3854
Email: mek@le.ac.uk

http://www.geog.le.ac.uk/Conferences/SoC2001


